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Abstract---Given two functions defined on an open subset of the unit sphere in R 3, we answer the 
following questions: 1) is there a surface in R 3 which gives these functions as the principal curvatures 
as functions of the unit normal vector? 2) if yes, then how many surfaces and how to find them? 
Suppose that M C R a is a smooth oriented surface and that G : M ---, S 2 is the Gauss mapping. 
That is, i fp  = G(m) and o is the origin in H 3, then the vector b'~ is the unit normal vector to M 
at m. Now, we have the tangent mapping TaG : TraM "-'* TG(ra)S 2 and, since these two planes 
are parallel in R a, they can be identified using parallel transport in R a. We can thus consider 
TmG : TraM ~ TraM. It is well known that this is a symmetric linear transformation and the 
principal curvatures K1, K~ of M at m are defined to be the negative of the eigenvalues of Tm G. 
We will assume that G is a diffeomorphism onto a subset of S 9, which implies that the Gaussian 
curvature K = KIK2 y£ 0 on M. We thus obtain two real valued functions ki(p) = K i (G- I (p) )  
on G(M),  which give the principal curvatures as functions of the unit normal. 
Given two functions k i : N ---, R with N C S 2, the problem which we consider aises the 
following questions: when is there a surface with these two principal curvatures (as functions 
of the unit normal); is it unique (up to translation); and how to find such? Note that we 
do not assume that the surface is closed. This problem was motivated by certain problems in 
backscattering data analysis [1]. 
Our method is to construct the Ra-valued 1-form dg on N, where g = G -1 is the inverse of the 
Gauss map. We can then get the surface up to translation by integrating dg. We will work with 
the case kl(p) ¢ k2(p) for p in N. This corresponds to no umbilical points. 
Let el(p) and eg(p) be orthonormal tangent vectors at p in N, which (when moved parallelly 
to g(p)) are eigenvectors of TraG. Now, TmG(ei) = -K i (m)  ei and, since Tp g TmG(v) = v, we 
get that Tp g(ei) = -k i (p ) - le i .  Thus, as an [IS-valued 1-form, 
dg = -kl-te~ ® e, - k~'le; ® e~, (i) 
where (e~, e~) is the dual basis to (el, e2). 
Now the functions ki on N C S ~ are what we are assuming to be known, so it is a matter of 
seeing how these determine or are related to the principal direction frame (el, e2). In order to do 
this we introduce complex coordinate systems on S ~. Let (xl, x2, z3) be the standard coordinates 
for R ~ and write w = (xl + ix~)/(1 - za) for (Zl, ~ ,  zs) on S ~. Finally, let z = x + iy = - i  log w 
using one of the branches of the complex logarithm function so that w = e iz. These are isothermal 
coordinates for S 2, since writing z = x + iy leads to 
cos ~ sin x 
x2 = ~ za = - tanh y, (2) 
xl = cosh y'  cosh y'  
The author thanks Professor A.G. Ramm for suggesting this investigation and his interest in it over a period of 
time. 
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and, thus, dz~ + dx 2 + dz~ = sec h2y (dz 2 + dy2). We now introduce an angle for the principal 
direction frame by writing 
el = cosbft +sinbf2,  e2 = -s inb f l  +cosbf2,  (3) 
e~ = cos bf~ + sin bf~, e~ = - sin bf~ + cos bf~, 
where fx = cosh y o--~, f2 = cosh y ~-~, f~ = see hy dx, f~ = see hy dy. Thus, we are interested in
the relationship between the three functions kt, k2 and b on N. 
Let J = k[ 1 - k~ 1, L = Jsech2y,  S = k[  1 + k~ 1 and define a complex valued 1-form 
F = L e -2hi dz + Ssech2yd'~ where, of course, dz = dz + idy and d~ = dz - idy. 
LEMMA 1. Writing dg = (al,a2,a3), we have that 
1 1 1 
at =~ Re ((sinz)F),  a2='~ Re(( -cosz)F) ,  a3=~ Re (iF). 
1 - cos z, i)). That is, dg = ~ Re (F ® (sin z, 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Use Equation (3) to obtain 
1 . 1 b * e*l ®eX = ~(f~ @ fl w f~ ® f2)+~cos2 (f~ ~ fl-- f~ ® f2) 
1 
+Ts in2b( fT®f2+f ;@fO and 
1 , 1 . + , 
e~®e2 = ~(f~ ® fl + f~ ® f2)-l-~cos2b(-f~ @ fl f~ ®/2) 
_ i_ sin 2b (f7 ® f~ + f; ® Yd. 
2 
Let us write ri = -k[  I. Then, from Equation (I), we get 
1 , 1 b * * dg --~(rx + rz)(fl ® fl + f~ ® f2) + ~(rl - r2) cos2 (fl @ fl - f~ ® f2) 
1 
+ ~(,i - ,2) sin 2b (f; ® Is + f; ®/~). 
Thus, 
1 1 
dg = -2  :IRe (e-2bi(f~ + if~) ~ ( ft  + if~)) - ~ SRe (f~ - if~) ® (fl  + if2). 
Now differentiating (2) with respect o z gives the R s components of o-~ and, similarly, with 
respect o y. In this way, we obtain 
0 1(0  +i  0 ) 1 ~zz = 2 ~ ~ = 2 sech2y(-sinz'cosz'- i )"  
o i o Also f~+i f ;  = sec hy (dx+id~) = (see hy) d~, f ; - i f~  = (sec hy) aZ, A+iI2 = cosh y (~7+ ~)  = 
2 cosh y o ,  so the above expression for dg gives 
(0 )  (0) 
dg=- JRe  e-2b'dz@~zz -SP~ d'~@~zz ' 
which gives the result. 
THEOREM 1. Let N be a simply connected region on S 2 which is contained in one of the coordi- 
nate charts we have described and kt, k2 and b be real valued functions on N. This determines 
a surface, if and only if 
1 
Re ( ~z ( L e- 'b' ) dz ) = "~ sec h 2 y dS. 
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PROOF. Let us write F = A + iB, where A and B are real 1-forms and Le -2hi - u -b iv. Then, 
A = (u + Ssech2y)dx - vdy and B = vdx + (u - Ssech2y)dy. Of course, the integrabil- 
ity condition is dai = 0, for i = 1,2, 3. Since aa = ½ Re(iF), we immediately get that 
dB = 0. Now, dax = d(Re (sin zF)) = Re (d(sin zF)) = cos z dz A F + sine dA (Re part) = 
2sinx sinhy sech2ySdy Adz  + sinx coshydA so we get dA -- 2Stanhy  sech2ydx A dy. We 
leave it as an exercise to check that daa - 0 leads to the same condition on dA. Using the expres- 
sions for A and B, the conditions, we have obtained on dA and dB lead to u~ -% -S~ sec h2y = 0 
and u u + v~ + S u sec h2y - 0. But these are exactly 
0 ) 1 sec h2y (Sr dx + Sy dy). Re ~zz (U + iv)(dx + idy) = 
REMARK 1. Another way to write the condition in Theorem 1 is 
(o) (o) ,O) 
~zz (Lc-2bi) '-sech2y ~z (S), ~ ~ ~y • 
Thus, instead of the triple (kl, 1¢2, b), we will work with (L, b, S), where L is positive (see 
Remark 2 below). Clearly L and S are determined by and determine I¢1 and k~. Also notice 
that if the principal curvatures are functions of y alone then so are L and S. The compatibility 
condition for the three functions is 
1 
D(Le -2bi) = ~ sec h2ydS, 
where D is the operator 
1 
D(u(x, y) + iv(x, y)) = ~ ((u~: - vu) dx - (uu + v=) dy). 
We see that D is a linear operator (over the reals) and that the kernel of D consists of those 
functions which are holomorphic on No, where No is the simply connected region in the z-plane 
corresponding to the region N of the 2-sphere. 
Consider the equation D(u + iv) = A dx + B dy, where the right side is given. This leads to 
ux - vy = A, u~ + v~ = -B  and, thus, we obtain Au = A~ - B v, which is Poisson's equation and 
can be solved using a fundamental solution for the Laplacian. Of course, v is then determined 
up to a constant. These remarks indicate the manner in which S alone determines a family of 
surfaces. 
THEOREM 2. 
(1) Any function S determines a family of surfaces indexed by holomorphic functions on No. 
I f  (L0, bo, $) and (L, b, S) are two members of the family, then Le -2hi = Lo e -2boi Jc f (z )  
where f (z )  is holomorphic on No. 
(2) If S = constant, then each holomorphic function on No determines a surface. 
(3) I fS  = 0, then the surface/s obtained by integrating the real parts ofholomorphic forms 
so that g is harmonic. These are the minimal surfaces. 
REMARK 2. Note that (L, b, S), (L, b + ~r, S) and ( -L ,  b+ ~r/2, S) all determine the same surface. 
The data we were originally interested in was the pair (L, S). Consider such a pair with S a 
constant. The condition on L and b is that h(z) = Le -2hi be holomorphic and nonzero. Thus 
log h(z) = log L - 2bi is holomorphic, so the condition on L is that log L be harmonic, b is then 
determined up to a real constant so that we get a 1-parameter family of surfaces related by a 
constant angle of their principal directions. Thus, in this case, the data does not determine the 
surface uniquely. The following is an example: 
f(t ,  s) -- (A t cos s -}- B (I Jr t 2) ½ sin s, A t sin s - B (I -i- t2) ~ cos s, A s -{- B log((1 + t2) ~ - t)), 
CAM;CA 22 :4 /5 - I  
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where A and B are parameters. Then the unit normals are n = (1 + t2)-½(sin s , -  cos s, t) and 
the principal curvatures are :t:(A 2 + B2) -½ (1 +t2) -1 . Thus, each of the circles A 2 + B 2 = c gives 
such a 1-parameter family. For c = 1, we get a 1-parameter family linking the helicoid to the 
catenoid! A = 1, B = 0 is helicoid, A = 0, B = 1 is catenoid [3, Chapter 3]. 
We now turn to the question of when the data (L, S) determines the surface uniquely. To see 
how this works in a simple case, consider, first, that L and S depend only upon the variable y. 
For convenience, let us write p = -2b. We then obtain (L cos p )=-  (L sin p)~ = 0 and (L cos P)u + 
(L sinp)~ = -S '  sec h2y = T(y). This gives 
Ls inp Lcosp]  [p . ]  r-L'sinp 1 
Lcosp -Ls inp J  py = [T -L 'cosp J  ' and, thus, 
p. = cos p - -~-, and p~ = - ~ sin p. 
Using Pz, = P,r, we are led to ((T/L)' - (UT/L2)) cosp = - (T2 /L  ~) + (U/L)'.  Thus, unless 
-S  ~ sec h2y = (constant)L 2, we see that p depends only upon y. Now p depending upon y only 
leads to L sin p = constant. There are two cases: 
(1) Lsinp - 0. Then p is identically zero and the compatibility condition for S and L is 
L' - T. These are the surfaces of revolution around the z3-axis. 
(2) Ls inp is a nonzero constant c. Now, (Lcosp) 2 + c 2 = L ~ and (Lcosp)' = T give 
(L cosp)T = LU, so that (LL')2/T 2 = L 2 - c 2 is the requirement on the data and p 
is determined by 
L ~ c 
cosp=~- ,  s inp=~.  
We now turn to the general case. We will see that we can solve for cos(-2b - t), similarly to 
what we did in the above special case (where t = 0). The quantity t is determined by the data 
L and S. The basic equations are 
(Lcosp)x  - (Ls inp)y - Sxsech2y = TI(z,y), and 
- ( L  cosp)y - (L sinp)= = S//sec h2y = T2(x, y). 
These lead to 
Lcosp -Ls inp]  Pu L -s inp  -cosp j  L~ = T2 ' 
which gives 
L~ (_~)  s inp_  (~__2) cosp, = - 
Py = T - cos p + sin p. 
As above, we use Pzv = P~= and obtain 
(4)  
A cos p + B sin p = C, (5) 
where 
A= T2y 2r2( logL)y  ' - ' L  + (logL)r + L L 
B = T2= 2T2 (log L)= + Tly 2T1 (log L)y, 
L L L L 
C = Tt2 + T# A (log L). 
L ~ 
REMARK 3. Equation (5) is the integrability condition for the system (4). It is an equation in 
(z, y,p) space. If it is satisfied identically in (z,y,p) space, then by the well known Frobenius 
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integrability theorem, we get a 1-parameter family of solutions (see the paragraph following 
Remark 2 and Theorem 4). Usually this is not the case and (5) is not an identity. Then, we 
can use (5) to find a (possibly) unique function p(z, y), which will need to satisfy a secondary 
compatibility condition. Note that Equations (4) are of the form Px = G(z, y,p) and py = 
F(z, y, p), and that (5) is obtained from G~ + Gp F -- Fx + Fp G. 
Now, S = constant gives 7'1 and T2 equal to zero, so that A = 0, B = 0 and C - --A log L. 
Thus, Equation (5) says that log L is harmonic, a case we have previously discussed. Let us assume 
that A~+B 2 # O. Determine the angle t by cost = A(A2+B~)-½ and sint = B(A2+B~)-½, so 
we get cos (p- t )  = C (A~+B2)-½. Since we have 0 _< b < ~r (see Remark 2), we get -2~r < p _< 0. 
Thus, we have determined p = -2b explicitly from the data up to two possibilities. These two 
are related by b2 = -b l  - t plus a multiple of ~r. 
The following example shows that these two cases can each give a surface. Let L = (a s + z2)½, 
where a is a number and S = S(y) = - fcosh2ydy .  Then, T1 = 0, T2 = -1  and Equation (5) is 
exactly sinp = x (a s + x2)-½. Of course we can then have cosp = 4-a (a s + x2)-½ and both give 
surfaces, since the basic equations are (Lcosp)r - (Lsinp)v - 0 and (Lsinp)~ + (Lcosp)y = 1. 
In this case, we have b2 = -h i  + ~r/2. 
Now, the equation cos (p - t )  = C (AS+ B2)-½ = H and sin (p - t )  = 4-(1 -H2)½ can be used 
to obtain 
cosp = H cost q= (1 - H2)½ sint and sinp = Hs in t  4- (1 - H2) ½ cost. (6) 
These must satisfy 
(Lcosp)r - (Lsinp)~ = T1, (Lcosp)y + (Lsinp)~ = -7'2 
in order to obtain a surface. From this, we see that the condition for both of the solutions for p 
to give surfaces is that 
(L (1 -  H2)½ cost)z = (L (1 -  H~)½ sint)~, and 
- (L  (1 - H~) ½ cost)y = (L (1 - H2)½ sint)x. 
(8) 
We have established the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B, C be given by the expressions given with Equation (5), and assume 
A s + B 2 ¢ O. Define t by cost = A (A s + B2) -½ and sint = B (A 2 + B2)-½. Then the equation 
cos(-2b - t) = C(A ~ + B2)-½ determines the surface up to two possibilities. The solutions 
for cos p and sinp given by (6) must satisfy (7) in order to obtain a surface. Two surfaces are 
obtained if the equations (8) are satisfied. Notice that these are the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
for the two functions involved. 
We have handled every case except A - 0 and B = 0, with S not constant. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that S is not constant. Define q and r by S=sech2y = r cosq and 
Sy sec h2y = rsin q. Then, A = 0 and B = 0 implies d(log L) = ½d(log r)+ ½(-q~ dz + q~ dy). In 
this case, a surface with data (L,S) can exist only i lL  = (2r2/Alogr) ½. In this case, there is a 
1-parameter family of surfaces determined by ( L, S). 
1 q PROOF. We leave it as an exercise to derive d(logL) - ld ( logr )+ ~( -  y dx + qzdy) from 
A - 0 and B = 0. Taking the divergence of this equation gives that A log L = ½A log r. 
Now, we get a surface only if C = 0 in (5), so that L2AlogL = r 2. These two give the 
relationship between L and r. Now, write the basic equations for the angle b; Equations (4) 
have the form Pr = G(x,y,p) and p~ = F(x,y,p), where p - -2b. F and G can be written 
down explicitly from the above work. The integrability (see Remark 3) of the Frobenius theory 
is that Fr + Fp G - Gy + Gp F hold identically in (x, y, p) space. But these follow exactly from 
1 q L2AlogL = r 2 and d(logL) = ½d(logr) + ~( -  ~dx + qxdy). Thus, the Frobenius integral 
theorem gives a 1-parameter family of surfaces in (x, y,p) space. 
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Finally, we would like to point out that the compatibility condition for (L, S) in the case where 
L and S are analytic functions, in x and y separately, can be stated in terms of a geometrical 
mapping condition for analytic functions of two complex variables. 
0 cos(-2b) sin(-2b) and U P+i Q. In the equation ~(Le -~bi) = see h2y ~-(S), write P = Q = = 
Consider the system for P and Q, ~(LU) = see h2y ° (S )  = T(x, y). This is a nice special case 
1 of an elliptic system, considered in [2]. Write x = ] (z  + z*) and y = -½z (z - z*), where z and 
z* are independent complex variables. 
~z.(LU) = Our equation is already in integrable form T(z, z*). Thus, we get LU(z,z*) = 
f T(z, z*)dz*+ f (z) ,  where f(z)is an analytic function of z. Of course, R(z, z*) = f T(z, z*)dz* 
is determined entirely from the function S(x, y). We, thus, get a transformation from the set 
of data pairs (L, S) to a class of analytic functions of two complex variables: (L, S) goes to 
U(z,z*) = L(z, z*)-l(R(z, z*)+ f(z)). The condition that (L,S) determines a surface is that 
U(z, z*) maps the plane z* = T into the unit circle, for some analytic function of one variable 
f(.z). 
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